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On ourr cover: Billl Reid’s Avroo Anson MkII MH120 infflight over New
N Zealand;; as featuredd in
‘FlyPasst’, Britain’ss top-selling aviation moonthly. Photoo: Gavin Conrooy (Classic Airccraft Photograaphy)

CH
HAIRM
MAN’S NOTES
N
• MAY
Y 2013
This issuue of Disperssals is uniquee in a numbeer of respectts;
• Itt’s the 100th issue of the 2TAF MBA
A Canadian Wing
W
Newsletter.
• The
T productiion, unique to this celeebratory issuue, is a full--colour maggazine formaat by
M
MBA
Canadaa Associate Peter
P
Snow’s ‘Syndicon Group’.
• We
W carry an article
a
‘Faithhful Annie’, from a simiilar one in FlyPast
F
by Bill Reid, the New
Z
Zealand
resto
orer of the suubject Ansonn. FlyPast iss Britain’s toop-selling avviation magaazine;
itts editor, Nig
gel Price, givves his compplete approvaal...a lot of respect
r
show
wn our veteraans!
I’m veryy happy to be able to incclude ‘Faithhful Annie’, as so many of our veterans earned their
wings onn Avro Ansons; I hope it brings backk fond memoories.
On 15 April
A
2013 th
he Governm
ment of Cannada announnced the new
w Bomber Command
C
B in
Bar
recognitiion of Canad
dians who seerved in Bom
mber Commaand, complem
menting thatt of the UK:

Canaddian Gov
vernmennt Unveils New Bomber
B
Commaand Honoour
Ottawa – The honou
urable Stevenn Blaney, Minister
M
of Veterans Affaairs and the Honourable
H
Peter
MacKay,, Minister of
o National Defense,
unveiled the new Bomber Command
C
honour, in
i the form of a bar woorn on the
ribbon off the Canadiian Volunteeer Service
Medal (CVSM),
(
and
a
announnced that
applicatioons are no
ow officially being
accepted for this hon
nour.
The exissting Order-in-council governing
g
the Canaadian Volun
nteer Servicce Medal
has beeen amendeed to incllude the
eligibilityy criteria an
nd the descrription of
the new Bomber Co
ommand honnour. All
Canadiann Veterans who were awarded
a
thee CVSM annd served a minimum of
o one day with
Bomber Command, regardless of
o rank or role,
r
are eliggible for this new bar. Loved oness of a
3

deceased Canadian Bomber Command Veteran who hold the Veteran’s CVSM may also apply to
receive this bar. Processing priority will be given to applications received from living Bomber
Command Veterans or their surviving spouses. Applications can be submitted online at
www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/collections/cmdp/bomber or via telephone: 1-877-995-5003.

LAST POST
R. GORDON ASTON • AIR GUNNER • 226 SQUADRON
Gordon Aston; ‘Gone With the Wind’ 05 December 2012. I hope that does not sound frivolous
in his Last Post, AS the film was very relevant to Gordon Aston’s life. While with 226 at
Finmere he went to a dance at Buckingham Town Hall where he met Eileen Olive; the next day
they went to see Scarlett and Brett. Eileen went with Gordon and his crew to his stag party
before they were married in Buckingham. He and his crew escaped through Holland and France.
After the war he won prizes as an artist and, becoming blind, wrote in Brail well enough to
impress St. Dunstans. Eileen told me about him with delight and must miss him a great deal.

‘STEW’ BRENNAN • OBSERVER • 88/180 SQUADRONS
William Stewart ‘Stew’ Brennan passed away peacefully, surrounded by
family on Wednesday April 3, 2013 at Oakville-Trafalgar Memorial
Hospital at the age of 90 years. Stew had recently moved from Sarnia to his
new home in Oakville and was happy being so closer much to his son’s
family.

Stew with former comrades
at the 1996 MBA Reunion.

Stew was the beloved husband of the late Isabelle (Hillier) and the late
Dorothy (Scarrow); father of Kathie Stoner (Ted) and David (Alison
Jeffrey); step-father of Susan (Bill) Wright and Jeff (Jill) Galloway. He
enjoyed the company of ten grandchildren, four great grandchildren and
many nieces and nephews.

We currently have little information on Stew’s service record; we will update that portion as
soon as available.

ARTHUR EYTON-JONES DFC • OBSERVER • 21/226 SQUADRONS
It is unfortunate that in an edition heavy with Ansons and Bostons comes the news
that Arthur Eyton-Jones died suddenly at home on 16 March 2013.
Proudly
VOLUNTEERing [His capitals in his book ‘Day Bomber’] for aircrew he trained
as a Wop/AG, “flying for the first time as a real wireless operator in Anson
K8815” before being shipped to South Africa to fly in Ansons until, not without
manipulation, he trained as a Navigator, again on Ansons. He joined 226
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Squadron and their Bostons at Swanton Morley where, as he recounts in the prologue of ‘Day
Bomber’: Briefing competed, parachute harness on, flying helmet, navigator’s green bag filled
with maps, etc, and last but not least, parachute clutched in either hand – and out to the crew
bus that drops us at our aircraft’s dispersal point. We are flying an American ‘Boston’, unusual
for its tricycle undercarriage and the fact that all three crew members are in separate
compartments and cannot reach each other. My entry is a small hatch under the nose and just in
front of the nose wheel. It is slammed shut by an obliging ground crew and I am alone in the
nose with a bulletproof bulkhead behind me and a Mk IV bombsight in front. Pull down the
hinged plywood map table across my lap and I am sitting very much like a baby in its highchair!
After having secured my parachute in its storage space and laid out maps, pencils, instruments,
etc, I plug into the intercommunication socket and contact the rest of the crew...skim over the
waves, then the wonderful sight of the white cliffs of Dover ahead. Our escort peel away to
return to their own bases and we head for home at a more reasonable height of 1,000 feet.
Another operation completed.

GWENDOLINE McDONALD • WIDOW of J. McDONALD, AG • 320 SQN
Gwendoline McDonald, widow of Sgt. J. McDonald, AG 320 Squadron, mother of MBA UK
Registrar, WAAF 489430 who entered Cranwell at the beginning of the war, died on 11 January
2013. She served through to post war Germany; John began to hear her story when he asked how
she knew Morse. “She was first posted to Weston Zoyland for training. After the Americans
entered the war several USAAF Squadrons were based there, and Mum often told us about the
wonderful dances and fantastic food they had, compared to the British rations. In addition she
was lucky enough to see such great acts as Glen Miller and Arty Shaw live in concert. Other
places she mentioned were Dover and Northern Ireland. She was posted to Lincolnshire and was
on duty during the Dambusters raid. She was also on duty during the Battle of the Bulge and
rejoiced in telling me just how very wrong the film of the same name got nearly everything.
Before hostilities ceased she was in Germany with SHAEF. She still sometimes got upset when
she spoke about how terrible it was on the ground in Germany in 1945. “The place was rubble,
just rubble” and “they had nothing, no food, nothing” were two of her comments. Anyone in a
blue uniform was not well received by the German people and on one occasion she was spat at.
She also mention a place called Wiesbaden and Buckeburg, Bad Eilsen, Minden and BadenBaden. She stayed in Germany where she met my Father, returning home in 1947 to marry.
Sixty-six years later her Service of Thanksgiving was held in the very same Church. I shall miss
my mother forever.”

WE WILL REMEBER THEM
Their shoulders held the sky suspended
They stood, and the earth’s foundations stay
AE Housman
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MA
ASTERTON, WAIRA
W
RAPA, NZ 2013 AIR
RSHOW
W
A small sampling off the 70 WW
WI & II warrbirds that performed
p
foor 30,000 sppectators at Hood
H
Aerodrom
me in Masteerton, Wairaarapa this Jaanuary. Eassily the larggest attendannce since ‘W
Wings
Over Waairarapa’ beg
gan in 1999, much of thaat record-breeaking crowd was undouubtedly draw
wn by
the worldd’s only flyin
ng de Havillland Mosquiito; 20 Mosqquito veteranns were speciial guests.
©photos by
b Gavin Conrooy (Classic Airrcraft Photograaphy)

‘A warbird
w
dream
m formation’’: A Mosquito
o, 2 Warhawkks,
2 Spitffires, a Mustaang and a Corrsair!

Worrld’s only airw
worthy de Haavilland Mosq
quito; owned
d
byy Jerry Yagen;; carries markkings of 487 Sqn
S RNZAF

Go
oodyear F4U Corsair

Supermarine Spitfire
S
Mk IX
X

Curtis P‐4
40 Kittyhawk
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World’ss only flying Avro
A
Anson Mk
M I

FAITHFUL ANNIE
Condensed From October 2012 FlyPast Magazine Article ‘She Chose Us’ by Bill Reid
All photos by Gavin Conroy (Classic Aircraft Photography)

Having sold our general charter helicopter business [RR Aviation] in 2002 my wife, Robyn, and
I were looking for an aeroplane to restore as a semi-retirement project. It has been 23 years since
we had sold the Tiger Moth that I had when we first started courting. We were eager to rejoin the
vintage aviation fraternity.
Avro Yeadon-built MkI MH120 was certainly in a sorry state when we saw her and the closing
down sale of the Airworld Museum in Wangaratta. Apart from liking the aeroplane, we did some
research and realised that the Anson was such an important stepping stone in aviation history that
somebody needed to preserve one of these early examples.
They were the RAF’s first monoplane with a retractable undercarriage in squadron service. Apart
from the obvious historical significance, the fact that my father had spent time flying the type in
Canada during 1943 helped us make the decision to purchase her.
With the purchase complete, RR Aviation chief engineer Peter Lacy and I travelled to Australia
in April 2002 and commenced the dismantling process. During this time I purchased the remains
of another MkI, N1334, from well-known Aussie restorer Ron Lee, who had been collecting
Anson parts and equipment for a long time.
Six shipping containers made the long journey to our base at Wakefield in New Zealand’s South
Island. After clearing customs, we trucked them to a hangar at Nelson Airport where little was
done until we built a new restoration workshop on our farm in Wakefield; a new hangar was
completed in early 2003 work began in earnest on the Anson.
In 1963, Brain and Brown Air Freighters in Melbourne had incorporated Avro modifications 608
and 604, fitting a brand new set of metal wings and tailplane from RAAF Stores to our Anson;
7

the result of a 1962 Australian Department of Civil Aviation directive grounding all Ansons with
wooden wings over concerns about glue joint failures. After the modification it only flew for a
short time before Brain and Brown concentrated on operating Douglas DC-3s, so when we
purchased it, the whole wing/centre section had only flown for 397 hours since new, while the
rest of the airframe had done about 2,500 hours.
The first job was to dismantle and inspect the centre section. Paint stripping revealed serious
corrosion under where the wood and fabric nacelle fairings had been fretting on the trailing edge
skins, so these were de-riveted and replaced. The fuel tanks were removed, cleaned and paint
stripped, re-protected, pressure tested and found to be in good condition. The undercarriage was
completely stripped and non-destructive testing revealed a little corrosion in one of the main drag
braces, so a replacement was fitted. After 18 months’ work, the centre section was ready to have
the fuselage remounted.
The Anson has a steel tube fuselage with
wooden formers and stringers to give it
shape, and plywood floors. The old fabric
was removed and revealed some very rotten
wood. A supply of spruce was located for the
stringers and Finnish birch ply for the floors.
Two experienced woodworkers spent hours
building the necessary components, the most
challenging being the main cabin entrance
door with 415 individual pieces; a very
complex shape.
I needed copies of manufacturer drawings to carry out the restoration properly. Enquiries
revealed that all Avro’s original documents had been destroyed in a fire that ravaged
Chadderton, Manchester in 1959. The RAAF Museum in Wigram, Christchurch held 5,000
drawings but could not release them to me without British Aerospace’s permission...which was
forthcoming, thanks to persuasion from friends at the Avro Heritage Group at Woodford.
Whilst the woodwork was being restored, the stripped steel tube airframe was bead blasted and
x-rayed for corrosion and cracking. She had been used for hauling crayfish from Tasmania to
Melbourne in the 1960s, so some components suffered salt water damage and needed replacing;
apart from that, everything looked good. After priming and painting she was ready to have the
new woodwork attached.
By 2006 we were ready to start putting on the fabric. Purists may believe Irish Linen is the only
way to go, but we decided to use Ceconite purely because of the weight saving; done properly,
it’s difficult to tell the difference between the two.
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2nd TAF Connection
Bill’s father, John William Reid,
initially trained privately in New
Zealand before the war. In the
RAF, he attended No. 41 SFTS,
Weyburn SK and was retained in
Canada where he instructed on
Fairchild Cornells at No. 34 EFTS,
Assinaboia, SK between Apr ’43
and Jan ’44. He then completed
General Reconnaissance training
on Ansons in Feb ’44 before
being posted overseas to fly
Hawker Tempests with 486
(RNZAF) Squadron of 150 Wing,
2nd TAF until the war’s end.
John returned to NZ and worked
as a flying instructor before
starting a small airline with a
Miles Gemini; he took a job with
British European Airways (DC3s,
Vikings) out of Gatwick, England
and became part of BEA’s
helicopter unit before returning
to NZ again to start ‘Helicopters
NZ Ltd’, which became the
largest helicopter company in the
Southern Hemisphere; it was
recently sold to Canadian
Helicopters Ltd.

It had always been my intention to paint the aircraft to represent a
wartime Coastal Command example; I also wanted a New Zealand
connection. Gordon Leith, of the RAF Museum at Hendon, suggested
K6183 B-for-Beer of 206 Squadron [RAF’s first air-air combat loss
of WWII]. On the third day of the war [05 Sep 39], Beer was on
patrol over the North Sea when a U-boat was spotted on the surface.
New Zealand-born P/O Laurie Edwards decided to go in for a closer
look but was attacked by a Heinkel 115 floatplane and shot down into
the sea. In an act of chivalry, the Germans landed to pick up
survivors; Edwards was the only one still alive and was taken to a
hospital at Nordenay on the East Friesen Islands before having the
dubious distinction of being the first Allied officer prisoner of WWII
[POW#16, Stalag Luft 3, Sagan & Belaria; crewmates Sgt Alexander
Oliver Heslop 23 yrs RAF; AC1 Geoffrey Sheffield 18 yrs RAF and
AC2 John Quilter 22 yrs RAF have no known graves and are
remembered on the Runnymede Memorial, Surrey, UK.]
We had to decide whether to paint the underside silver or ‘duck egg
blue’. All the early Ansons, including K6183, were delivered to the
RAF in an overall silver dope scheme. At the time of the Munich
Crisis orders went out to quickly camouflage all operational aircraft,
but only the topsides were initially done, leaving silver undersides.
This remained the case until later in 1940 when duck egg blue or
‘sky’ started to be applied.
An interesting feature is the diagonal red and black stripes on the top
of the engine nacelles. These were applied to help prevent the gunner
from shooting off the tips of the propellers. One wonders how
effective this was.

With the fuselage recovered, painted and remounted to the centre
section, we started work on the engines and mounts. Our Anson had
been heavily modified by the Australians and had an Armstrong
Siddeley Cheetah 15 on one side and a Cheetah 17 on the other, with Dowty Rotol constant
speed propellers. These were never going to look right on an early Anson. Fortunately, I had
managed to purchase two zero-time Cheetah IXs in their original packing crates in Wangaratta
and two original Fairey Reed metal airscrews form the RAAF Museum at Bull Creek in Perth.
Although the engines were virtually unused, having only been test run in the 1940s, we had to
strip them right down and give them a full overhaul. Most of the bearings needed replacing due
to sitting in one spot for 65+ years and some cylinders had suffered internal corrosion, so there
were replaced. With most parts re-plated or painted the engines looked magnificent, and after
several hours’ running on the test truck they were cleared for flight.

John passed away in 2005.
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At the time of the 1963 wing mod, MH120 was converted to a
hydraulically operated undercarriage and it was decided for
safety to keep this option rather than going back to a hand
crank. When I purchased the aircraft, it was fitted with slightly
larger tyres from a dHC Caribou, as originals were no longer
available. These would retract OK, but would probably jam up
and not come down, as there was little to no clearance. We
slightly enlarged the cut-outs in the wheel bays to safely
accommodate the bigger tyres. It is hardly noticeable and
hopefully will save us some embarrassment.
Although the aircraft looked practically finished on the outside
it took us a further two years to finish all the interior detail.
Cheetah IX engine on the test truck
Harry Holmes and Mike Taylor of the Avro Heritage Group
were a great help, allowing copying of many original factory photos of interior fitments; and
invaluable information from the restoration of Kilo-X-Ray. We were also permitted to copy
thousands of pages of manuals from the Shuttleworth Collection.
One of the last things was getting the
aircraft weighed. We were pretty nervous
as the experts from Safe Air Ltd did their
calculations; but the empty weight came
in just a few pounds more than the
original factory model, with a very
similar centre of gravity. This meant that
we’d be able to fly in military
configuration with full fuel, four people
and remain under gross weight (8,500
pounds).
In May, 2012 three inspectors from the
New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority
spent a day going over the airframe and
Anson’s superbly restored interior
paperwork very thoroughly and issued an
Experimental Certificate of Airworthiness. With the outer wings removed, our Anson was
trucked, in the middle of night to avoid traffic, and arrived at New Zealand’s Bombardier Dash 8
maintenance base where we were allowed to reassemble the wings and carry out the test flight
program. More engine running, chasing oil and hydraulic leaks was followed by a frustrating 3½
hour compass swing. We were weren’t getting anywhere until I realised that moving the control
column backward and forward produced a 15-20 degree change in compass heading; the steel
chain encased in the column at its forward limit is just inches from the pilot’s compass. No
wonder they needed a dedicated navigator on operations!
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All was now ready. I arranged for test pilots Dave Phillips (ex-RNZAF) and Sean Perret (serving
RNZAF and former RAF Red Arrows); both are CAA approved test pilots and volunteered their
time to fly the Anson. After five days of heavy rain, 17 July dawned a little windy but fine. Dave
undertook the first flight with me helping in the cockpit; we got stuck in some soft ground, but
soon were on the runway and before we know it, the tail was up and we were off.
The aircraft leapt into the air with only two
on board and half fuel; the helicopter with
the film crew were having difficulty keeping
up. Levelling out at 3,000 feet the Anson
soon accelerated past 130 knots and we had
to back off to allow the Nanchang chase
plane with photographer Gavin Conroy to
catch up. Considering the type with turret is
supposed to cruise at 105 knots, we are
certainly getting good performance! All too
soon it was time to get back and check for
leaks.
The second flight had Sean as pilot and Dave as crew doing another 50 minutes. Our only snag
of the day was a scratchy radio, which has been addressed. At the end of the day there were
smiles all around, the pilots were impressed with her performance and the many onlookers were
overjoyed to finally see this aircraft in the air. As for Robyn and I, we were so excited that the
decade of hard work had finally paid off.

Anson with Yak 3 chase plane

Showing off her silver underside

Our thanks go to: Nigel Price, Editor of FlyPast Britain’s Top-Selling Aviation Monthly for permission
to reproduce the information in this article; Gavin Conroy for permission to use his photos; Bill Reid for
writing the original article and for the additional information on his father.
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BOSTON IN HENDON
Peter Jenner • 2TAF MBA UK Editor

Ian Thirsk, of the RAF Museum Hendon, has sent us an update with photos on the Havoc/Boston
to come on display in due course.
“The Havoc is still in Australia, I visited the aircraft six weeks ago and good progress is being
made with the restoration. The main undercarriage units have now been installed along with the
outer wing panels plus all control surfaces, the latter having been produced from scratch. Detail
work on the fuselage interior is also in progress but the next major stage will be installation of
the engine bearers plus the engines themselves. However, there is still a way to go so it is now
unlikely to be in the UK until early 2014.”

Before she arrives I hope to produce editions of Dispersals themed to our Boston Squadrons.
If you have any relevant memories, stories or even mythology please let me have them to go on
file when that day comes. Needless to say, our Chairman, Leonard Clifford (AG • 88 Sqn), is
already involved.

IN THE MEANTIME
It is now very much worth getting excited about ‘Big Nig’! While we’re awaiting its Hendon
arrival, here are a few meanderings on Big Nig and other happenings in the A-20 arena:
Big Nig, the Boston/Havoc that is anticipated to be installed in the RAF Museum at Hendon, is
currently at ‘Precision Aerospace’ at Wangarratta Airfield in Victoria, Australia. Despite
political correctness worries, largely from the US, ‘Big Nig’ himself is a Damon Runyan
character who became incorporated in the musical ‘Guys and Dolls’. The A-20 of the same name
was operated by the 89th Bombardment Squadron, 3rd Bombardment Group, 5th US Air Force
from Nadzab, near Lae in Papua New Guinea (PNG) and force-landed on May 3, 1944 after
being brought down by ground fire following a raid on Japanese forces at Wewak. The largely
14

intact airframe was recovered in 1994 and taken to RAAF Amberley in Australia. Big Nig is a
caricature of its regular pilot, Captain James L. Folse, who supposedly resembled that Damon
Runyan character. We should be able to speak of Big Nig with few worries.
Another Boston, from the mists of Leicestershire
and the March pages of FlyPast sticks out her
nose. FlyPast author Ken Ellis tells the interesting
story of Richard Nutt, then Steve Milnthorpe,
restoring the front end of Boston III Z2186. ‘Lady
Constance’, an A-20 (43-9628) in the 388th US
Bomb Squadron crash landed near Wabusarik in
New Guinea on 16 April 44 and stayed for 40
years; Chinooked out by an RAAF team she was passed to the RAAF Museum at Point Cook
becoming, in time, surplus to requirement as they had ‘Jessica’ on display as seen in the photo.
Jessica needed some parts from Lady Constance; the remainder of the latter ended up in
Leicester.
Lady Constance’s story: Pilot 2nd Lt Joseph Gibbons and Gunner Cpl Orville Rhodes forced
landed 16 Apr 44. They had taken off from Guasp Airfield on a mission against Hollandia. On
the way back from the target, the aircraft had been lagging the main formation due to an erratic
engine, using up extra fuel. When Gibbons reached a weather front, he circled a clearing and
force landed as his port engine ran out of fuel; the A-20 crashed into a ridge near Wabusarik. In
the crash landing, the starboard engine was torn from its mount and both crew slightly wounded,
they camped near the wreck.
The next day, they saw P-38s searching for downed planes and they were found by L-5 pilot Sgt
James of the 25th Liaison Squadron ‘Guinea Short Lines’ who spotted a flare fired by Gibbons.
Before departing, he dropped medical supplies and rations, but the crew on the ground failed to
locate them. At 1600, they were informed to stay at the crash site by a note dropped from another
L-5. Australian soldiers attempted to reach the site from Musak, but encountered retreating
Japanese. The downed crew were asked to clear a landing strip by burning a clearing in the
nearby kunai grass; an L-4 piloted by Lockwood attempted to land, only to meet bad weather,
and returned in the afternoon to survey the strip. Four days after the crash, on the morning of
April 20, an L-5 piloted by T/Sgt Allen Lockwood landed at 15:30 on the crude strip, but was
unable to take off until the following day due to the wet ground and rough strip, evacuating
Gibbons. The next day, Lockwood returned to rescue Rhodes.
The RAAF attempted to recover the port engine in October 1984, but lost it when it was cut
loose from the sling. The remainder of the aircraft was salvaged by the RAAF during November
1985.
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CANUCK CONNECTION
On 17 October 42 a 418 Squadron (City of Edmonton) RCAF BOSTON III Z2186 from
Bradwell Bay, Essex, hit the 1044m high Carnedd Dafydd in Snowdonia, Wales. Probably on a
training or testing flight as the crew had two Navigators, one F/L and one Sgt; both were killed.

Name
Rank/Force
Trade
Status
Mervyn Sims
Sgt RCAF
Pilot
Injured
Harold Francis Longworth F/L RCAF
Observer
Killed
Ronald Walker
Sgt RAFVR Nav/Bomb Aimer Killed
The pilot, Canadian Sgt Mervyn Sims, survived; following the crash, he managed to put together
a makeshift shelter from parts of the aircraft skin and remained there with serious injuries
including: a broken back, fractured skull, concussion, a broken leg, injured knee, broken thumb,
plus various cuts and bruises, for a couple of days until being discovered by an airman and his
girlfriend out walking in the mountains. He remained in hospital until May 1943 and thereafter
re-joined 418 Squadron. He later recovered and completed his tour, earning a DFC.
The Boston bits were scattered on the mountainside. With the help of the younger generation in
the form of 198 (Hinkley) Squadron ATC the remains were brought to Leicestershire in 1984;
into the hands of the Douglas Boston-Havoc Preservation Trust. Although in poor condition
they were very useful as templates or even fittings.

Crash site photos (wing, left and one engine) taken by Hywel Evans in 1981
If you have knowledge of Mervyn Sims, please contact Peter Jenner or David Poissant so we can follow-up.
(contact details are listed on inside front cover)
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NIGHT OPERATION
Fred Guest RCAF • Pilot • 180 Squadron

Of the fifty operational trips our crew completed, all but two were daylight trips, in six-plane box
formations. Our first night trip was memorable only in that the bombs did not leave the aircraft
for some reason.
The second, the night of 20/21 Aug
44, was to drop flares so Mosquito
intruder squadrons could see to shoot
up two roads, at the French town of
Bernay, which the Germans were
using to move troops and equipment
under cover of darkness. There were
eight Mitchells on that night (four
each from 98 & 180 Squadrons); each
of us had responsibility to drop flares
on a section of the roads. We were to l‐r: F/O F.K. ‘Mitch’ Mitchell, F/O Fred Guest, F/S Art K. Briggs‐Jude,
Photo: Fred Guest
drop a stick of flares on our assigned F/O ‘Mac’ McDonald. 11 Dec 44.
section, wait until they burned out, and then come back in to drop the remaining flares. As soon
as the flares ignited, the Mosquitos went in at low altitude and shot up that section of road; from
the report we received, they found the roads full of troops and equipment; they had a ‘field day’.
When the flares ignited, the effect was startling; just as though someone had switched on all the
lights in the area; then we really felt vulnerable. From our altitude of 5,000 feet we could see the
ground clearly, even to distinguish colour on the ground; the wait for our flares to burn out so we
could make our second run seemed like an eternity. Eventually we made the second run, dropped
the rest of the flares, and set course for our base at Dunsfold. We had almost reached the coast
when our sharp-eyed gunner Art Briggs-Jude, in the top turret, called to say he had spotted an
aircraft behind us; it had two engines and a single tail, which could have been an Me210 of
JU88. Art called for a turn to port; we turned and the aircraft behind us did the same. Art then
called for a turn starboard and said “if he follows, I’m going to shoot at him.” My big worry was
that it might be one of our Mosquito night fighters. I checked to make sure the IFF switch
(Identification Friend or Foe) was on and called on the radio to alert any Mosquito who might be
stalking a twin-engined, twin-tail aircraft to make sure it wasn’t a Mitchell...the German Dornier
17 was similar in appearance. As soon as we completed our starboard turn and the aircraft had
followed, Art opened fire. The aircraft broke off his attack and dived under us. I then went back
to our heading for home. A few minutes later Art called again and said the aircraft was back on
out tail and called for a hard turn to port and shot at him again. Once more, he slid down below
us and we returned to course. This performance was repeated a number of times; because we
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always had to break to port to destroy his attack, we were not getting very far north and ended up
paralleling the French Coast to the Cherbourg Peninsula, many miles west of our intended course
our of France.
Each time Art started shooting and would have his fire nicely on target, the gun interrupters
(prevent the top gunner from shooting the tail off the aircraft as well as the twin fins and rudders)
would cut in and the guns would stop firing; and Art would exclaim a few choice words as the
aircraft again broke below us. After 45 minutes of this, I put the Mitchell into a steep dive and
levelled off in a layer of cloud a few feet above the English Channel and we finally lost him.
When I started to pull out of the dive, at well over 400 mph, the controls were really hard from
the excessive speed and I had a few thoughts I might not be able to pull it out of the dive
(maximum published airspeed for the B-25 is 340 mph).
After we got back to base and were debriefed, it was determined that our attacker was a
Messerschmitt ME410, one of the newest German night fighters.

ME410 ‘Hornisse’ at RAF Hendon. The ME410 was armed with a 50mm cannon in its ‘Bomber Destroyer’ version.
Photo: Peter Nicholson

Our WAG (Wireless Operator/Air Gunner) ‘Mitch’ was still in hospital at the time, having been
wounded on our 5th op. On 09 August we picked up a spare gunner, Sgt Addison; this chap was a
‘Geordie’ from the Scottish/English border area, with an accent almost impossible to understand.
When Mitch returned to the crew Sgt Addison joined Frank Bitz’s crew; on 09 Sep 44 they were
hit by flak while coming off a target near Boulogne; the crew was ordered to bail out over allied
lines, but Sgt Addison had left his parachute harness in his locker and went down with the
aircraft; Sgt William Robert Addison RAFVR is buried in Longuenesse (St. Omer) Souvenir
Cemetery. The rest of the crew bailed out successfully: P/O C.C. Allom RAAF returned to 180
Squadron on 11 Sep after hitch-hiking via road and air; F/L F.J. Bitz RCAF and P/O T.G. Bell
RCAF were evacuated back to the UK 30 Sep after treatment for slight injuries.
When Mitch rejoined our crew he was really ‘twitchy’; on our first op back together we were on
a particularly hot target and Mitch was in the top turret. There was lots of flak around and Mitch
put his head up between the guns which made him feel safer. There was a close burst of flak
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directly in his line of sight; it startled him and he grabbed the triggers and shot off a long burst
before he knew what he was doing...I thought that in addition to all the flak, we now had fighters
as well, which raised the excitement level even higher.

DAY (GROUND) OPERATIONS

We got a week’s leave after that and went into London; we bought a car, a 1936 Standard 9; it
came with enough fuel to get back to Dunsfold and one ration coupon, good for one fill, to last
us the rest of the year. We knew we’d have no problem siphoning fuel from the Squadron
transport trucks that were parked in the bushes near our tent each night. Mac and I did most of
the siphoning and suffered many mouthfuls of
gasoline. Once we moved to Belgium, we started
using 100 octane aircraft fuel which was easy to
get, but green in colour; we added red hydraulic
fluid to change the colour, just in case we were
stopped by the local police to sample gas.
We bought the car in Oxford Circus and, with
Mac and Art navigating without a map and me
driving on the left for the first time, we
eventually got to Dunsfold after many stops for
directions; most road signs had been taken down
(in case of invasion the authorities wanted the
1936 ‘Standard 9’
Germans to be as confused as we). We drove past
the tents of the CO and of the two Flight Commanders and parked beside our tent; our Flight
Commander, S/L Powell DFC, was in front of his tent, shaving as we passed. He stopped in midstroke and stared at the three of us; he didn’t care much for Canadians...‘Colonials’ he called us.
To make matters worse Mac and I, as RCAF Pilot Officers, made more money than he, an RAF
Squadron Leader, three levels above us.
S/L Powell had been flying Blenheims on low-level operations with 62 Squadron in Burma and
came to 180 Squadron for his second tour. Their trips in Burma were not in formation and he
was used to flying with both hands on the controls so he could take severe evasive action as
required. When he led a formation of Mitchells, he set the throttles and had both hands on the
controls; when he took evasive action it was always fairly violent; those of us flying in formation
on him always had our work cut out for us. Flying in #2 or #3 position was the toughest; when
the leader turned towards you, you had to pull off the power to stay inside, but could not drop
down due to # 5 and 6 behind and below. The next instant he would be turning away and you had
to add full power to stay with him on the outside of the turn. On one occasion he turned away
from me and I had just added full power when he suddenly rolled out and into me; I pulled off all
power and banked away from him, bringing up my right wing...I couldn’t see the rest of the
formation and had to continue the turn, not wanting to risk a collision; when I was finally able to
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spot the formation, they were miles away; full throttle to catch up. He was a very difficult leader
to fly with.
S/L Powell often saw us going into Guildford or other places whenever the Squadron was stood
down, with a car filled with crew and friends; he felt he would fix us. For two weeks he put us on
every battle order, even if there were two trips a day. As far as we were concerned, we had 50
trips to do and the sooner we did them, the sooner we’d go home; we were happy and still went
into town every night. So he then took the opposite approach, not putting us on any battle order;
we stayed on the ground for about two weeks. After a while Command started questioning why
‘Guest’s crew’ were not flying when we were not shown on leave or sick; when he couldn’t
come up with an answer, we started back on our regular turn on the battle order.

P/O
P/O
Sgt
Sgt

F/L
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt

180 Squadron Aircraft & Crews on 20/21 Aug 44 Flare Dropping
FW191
HD328
FW207
FW240
F.T. Guest
F/O E.W. Bateson
F/O F.E. Fogarty
F/O J.C. Ewart
G.D. McDonald
F/O C.L. Harwood
Sgt G.R. Brandwood
F/S K.L. Porter
W.R. Addison
F/S B.C. Davis
F/S W.G. Dawes
W/O R.J. Legg
A.R. Briggs-Jude
Sgt A.J. Ballantine
F/S H.J. Blunden
F/S J.B. Barclay
Sgt L. Scholes
98 Squadron Aircraft & Crews on 20/21 Aug 44 Flare Dropping
FW218
FV969
FW167
FW107
F.M. Ledent
F/L D.S. Gregory
P/O H.V. Lummis
S/L D.L. Brown
I.A.A. Kicq
F/O H. Royles
F/S W. Burns
F/O W.D. Evans
R.A. Veevaete
F/O A.I. Venables
F/S R.W.J. Allen
F/O W.R. Gage
L.V.M. De Backer
F/S I.A. McIntyre
F/S J. Dick
F/O F.D. Graham
Note: FV969 did not complete operation owing to GEE being unserviceable

Fred’s Mitchell • Melsbroek, Belgium.
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Photo: Fred Guest

BELATED FUNERAL FOR RESISTANCE HERO
Info & photos: André Bar, Peter Celis, Eric Dessouroux, Yves Duwelz, Christian Laporte, Mehdi Schneyders

It was a bitter-sweet end to a decades-long search born of the love of three girls for their father, a
genuine hero and soldier, and the courageous mother who raised them after the loss of her
husband.
On Tuesday, 24 July 2012, Major Charles ‘Charley’ de
Hepcée was buried next to his wife Baroness Micheline de
Sélys Longchamps; they were married in 1936. Charles
vanished in 1944 after imprisonment by the Germans in
Toulouse, France.
When Germany invaded Belgium on 10 May 40, Charles was
Commanding Officer, 5th Squadron 3rd Aeronautic Regiment.
After reconnaissance and defence missions they were forced to
Major Charles de Hepcée
retreat following the capitulation of Tours and Moissac in the
Garonne area. The German commander ordered Charles to have his men return to Belgium in
uniform, turn over their weapons and become prisoners of war. Charles told his men that he
followed only the his Belgian superiors’ orders...surrender was not one of them. He ended
address with “Follow your conscience; don’t go; put on some civilian clothes. Farewell my
friends, May God bless you.”
He left Brussels to live with his parents-in-law in Halloy, where he posed as a forester while
joining the resistance to assist sabotage and relaying information; he also founded a home to care
for Jewish children. The local German security became
suspicious of Charles’ activities and his mother-in-law’s new
maid was a German ‘plant’; Charles soon recognized he was
being watched and escaped to France to set up the ‘Rose
Claire’ underground network, named for his daughters, with
his friend Anselme Vernieuwe, to facilitate an escape route
to London via France. Then Charles and Anselme, with Dr.
Charles Schepens, a Belgian ophthalmologist turned French
resistance fighter, organized the ‘Iraty’ escape route between
France and Spain.
de Hepcée was being feverishly hunted by the Nazis; he
escaped a March 1943 arrest and narrowly avoided another.
de Hepcée (right) with Anselme Vernieuwe
Discretion being the better part of valour, he made his own
escape to London where he joined other Belgian pilots in the RAF. His family was to follow the
same route, but Micheline was arrested 14 May; fortunately, their children were in a secure
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location. Charles did not hear about it until 06 Nov ’43 and, six days later, learned of his brother
Michel’s failure to return from an operation with 350 (Belgian) Squadron RAF.
Although ‘Charley’ was overseeing operations of the RAF’s Belgian section, he volunteered for
a new mission in France code-named ‘Roch’ to repair escape lines badly shaken up by German
police actions. Arriving in Lisboa 02 Mar 44, he crossed the Pyrenees and began operating in
Toulouse region. He was arrested by SS border police and sent to Saint-Michel Prison in
Toulouse; after a June ’44 interrogation there was no further information. Years later, an account
surfaced describing his execution along with four French ‘terrorists’ after a month of questioning
and torture; the location of his body remained a mystery.
His wife and daughters, reunited after the war’s end, never lost hope of finding their husband and
father in what must often have seemed an endless quest. In 2008, 25 after years their mother’s
passing, the sisters learned from local historians of five unknown secret agents, victims of
execution, buried together in Castelmaurou; just 12 kilometers northeast of Toulouse. After
frustrating negotiations, French officials were convinced to allow a DNA analysis on one of the
bodies, resulting in identification of the remains of Charles de Hepcée, killed 27 June 1944.
Thanks to the untiring efforts of the de Hepcée children, the Belgian Air Force and dedicated
historians, a poignant ceremony, funeral and interment were organized in Halloy (Municipality
of Braibant, Ciney, Belgium) for this most respected pilot and freedom fighter. The guard of
honour were student pilots of 5th Squadron, Belgian Air Force, the unit de Hepcée commanded in
1940.
With a representative of Belgium’s King Albert II, the Belgian Chief of Defense, a representative
of the RAF, the Mayor of Castelmaurou, the president of the Vieilles Tiges de Belgique (Belgian
Aviation Pioneers), other dignitaries and a large public attendance, the de Hepcée family
welcomed ‘Charley’ finally home.

Daughters de Hepcée (l-r): Monique, Rose, Claire and
a great grand-daughter.

Charles de Hepcée is laid to rest at home.
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CLASSIC FIGHTERS AIRSHOW • OMAKA, NZ
New Zealand is a veritable hotbed of warbird restoration and spectator support. These few shots
from the ‘Classic Fighters’ show at Omaka, New Zealand show that our ‘Kiwi’ friends take their
warbirds seriously! ©photos by Gavin Conroy (Classic Aircraft Photography)

Anson, Fw190, Spitfire, Spitfire, Mustang

Focke Wulf Fw190 completes a loop

Gorgeous 2‐seat Spitfire

Fokker triplane flight line

Late afternoon Corsair

Venom and Strikemaster

